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Context
Software projects evolve and change continuously which:
• Increases complexity of the project
• 60% of Developers’ time in understanding
existing software
• Reduces the productivity
• 76% of Software Engineers working on
maintenance tasks

• Increases fault-proneness
• Increases cost of maintenance
• 67% of Software Budget
maintenance

allocated

REFACTORING

to
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Context
Documentation is a recommended practice in software
development and maintenance to help developers
understand the code quickly and improve their
productivity.

DOCUMENTATION

GitHub is a well-known collaborative platform to manage
software projects as CI process.
➔ Programmers need documentation such as commit
messages and PR description to understand the
changes.
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Problem Statement
Motivations
➢ Lack of refactoring documentation:
• Developers only/mainly focus on documenting functional changes and bugs fixing.

➢ Due to time and money pressure, developers can’t adequatly document their work:
• Documenting the changes is time consuming because they have to document what refactorings they
applied, theirs locations and what they intended to improve in their code quality.
• Documenting non functional changes is challenging: It’s not straightforward to specify the quality
attributes to improve since every developer may use different jargon to describe quality improvements.

➢ Developers perception of refactoring opportunities is not limited to antipatterns/code
smells:
• (Survey) Average of only 12% of commit messages described applied refactorings for JHotDraw, Xerces
and three industrial projects.
• Only 0.13% of the commit messages from 1,984 popular projects in GitHub contain any antipattern.
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Problem Statement
Challenges

Quality metrics change in the
pull request

PR with only functional changes are
documented

An example of a pull request with poor
documentation from an open source project
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INTERACTIVE REFACTORING
DOCUMENTATION
BOT
.
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Approach
Overview
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Detailed Approach
1. Pull-Request Changes Analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

Bot get notified of a new PR and then clone the repository on GitHub
Extraction of the commit messages and modified files of the submitted PR
GitHub API is used to identify the changed files.
RefactoringMiner to identify the actual refactorings applied.
Quality assesment at the file level using QMOOD quality metrics.

REFACTORING

2. Checking the Current Documentation of the Developer
• Manually defined a large set of keywords that may cover most of the words used to document QA.
• Manually classified our keywords into 6 QMOOD categories (extendibility, reusability, flexibility,
understandability, functionality, extendibility, effectiveness).
➔
The combination of keywords and the detected refactorings along with the name of the modified files
represent a sufficient set of features that help us checking whether the specific quality attributes and
refactorings detected in the previous step are documented in any of the commit messages and the
developer’s pull request description
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Detailed Approach
3. Generation of the Refactoring Documentation and Interaction with Developers
• Providing a support of the recommended documentation based on the identified refactoring and quality attributes changes
• Enabling developers interaction to accept ,reject or modify the documentation ( For ease of interaction : the interaction is done at the
file level)

• Our message is composed of : location (file name), the refacotring applied and the missed documented quality attributes.

REFACTORING
➔ Documenting what has been refactored? Why the refactorings were applied? What is the
impact of these refactorings on
quality.
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Conclusion & Future Work
• An interactive semi-automated documentation bot to document the developers changes
in terms of quality attributes imrpovement and refactorings.
• Interaction with the developer helped choosing the most adequate pull request
description for refactoring-related code changes.

• Suvery is conducted with 14 software developers and 5 systems shows clear evidence that
our bot helped developers documenting the quality improvement of the applied refacotrings;
• Future Work:
• Extend our experiments on larger set of systems and participants
• Evaluate different documentation techniques to adopt them for documenting refactorings rather
than the use of the rules-based techniques.
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